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Ordered Ni nanohole arrays with engineered geometrical aspects
and magnetic anisotropy
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Ni nanohole arrays are prepared by a replication process involving sputtering, polymer molding
pressing, and electroplating techniques, using anodic alumina membranes as templates. Nanohole
diameter to interhole distance ratio is engineered by suitable template processing. From the analysis
of the magnetization curves for increasing nanohole diameter, it is concluded that coercivity
increases due to the pinning of domain walls to nanoholes, while in-plane anisotropy decreases
owing to local shape anisotropy effects. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
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Highly ordered nanostructures consisting of nanopore
and nanohole arrays are recently attracting great attention
due to their application in high density magnetic storage
media.1 Different magnetic hole arrays are prepared by lithographic patterning1,2 and by alternative less expensive
techniques.3 For example, nanoporous membranes have been
used as templates.4 The geometry of nanoporous membrane
can be identically transferred to different films by successive
replica/antireplica processes. Various routes have been proposed where the final replicated nanostructures consist of
highly ordered nanohole or nanochannel arrays 共e.g., in glass
or polymeric membranes兲.5 Recently, metal nanohole arrays
based on the replication of anodic alumina membrane
共AAM兲 have been reported.6 In nanohole magnetic films, the
holes act themselves as pinning centers for the wall displacements and their periodic distribution determines the whole
magnetization process.1,2
The objectives of the present report have been 共i兲 the
design and fabrication of ordered Ni nanohole arrays, 共ii兲 the
tailoring of nanohole diameter while keeping constant the
interhole distance, and 共iii兲 the magnetic characterization of
the magnetization process analyzing the coercivity and magnetic anisotropy.
Two-step anodized AAM has been used as initial templates. A scheme of preparation processes is presented in Fig.
1. Nanoporous anodic alumina membranes were grown from
high-purity 共99.999%兲 Al foils by two-step anodization process, as described elsewhere.6,7 Main features of AAM templates 关Fig. 1共a兲兴 are pore diameter 共d兲 of around 35 nm,
interpore distance 共D兲 of 105 nm, and pores self-assembling
into close packed structure in 2 ⫻ 2 m2 size domains. To
gradually increase the hole diameter, a controlled widening
process was performed by immersing the AAMs in 5 wt. %
phosphoric acid solution at 35 ° C for a range of time intervals, with a dissolution speed of 0.75 nm/ min. Thus, the
final pore diameters of nanoholes ranged from 35 to 70 nm.
Afterwards, a 15 nm thick Au layer was sputtered onto the
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surface of the AAM, serving as an active electrode for subsequent electroplating 关Fig. 1共b兲兴. Then, melted poly共methyl
methacrylate兲 共PMMA兲 was pressed into the AAM to fill in
the holes 关Fig. 1共c兲兴. Two selective chemical etchings were
used to remove both the Al substrate 共a solution of 50 ml
HCl, 3.4 g CuSO4, and 100 ml H2O兲 and the alumina membrane 共dipping the sample into a 30 wt. % phosphoric acid
solution兲. Hexagonally ordered arrays of PMMA nanopillars
were thus obtained with a Au thin film at the bottom 关Fig.
1共d兲兴. Subsequently, Ni was electroplated using the Au layer
as cathode 关Fig. 1共e兲兴 and Watts-Bath 共300 g / l
NiSO4 · 6H2O, 45 g / l NiCl2 · 6H2O, and 45 g / l H3BO3, pH
= 4.5兲 as electrolyte. Electroplating was performed at 35 ° C
for 10 min with 1 mA/ cm2 current density and magnetic
stirring. Finally, the PMMA nanostructure was removed by
chemical action of chloroform, and a freestanding Ni membrane was obtained 关Fig. 1共f兲兴. Typical thickness of Ni membranes was around 200 nm. To complete the study, a continuous Ni thin film was prepared under the same electroplating
conditions.
Morphological characterization was carried out with a
Jeol High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy
共HRSEM兲 model JM6400. Figure 2 shows the HRSEM images of the Au surfaces of Ni membranes with different hole
diameters. The morphological features of the AAMs templates are exactly replicated at the Au surface. However,
some differences are observed in the Ni surfaces HRSEM

FIG. 1. Preparation of Ni nanohole arrays from porous alumina membrane
共a兲: a Au nanolayer is sputtered onto the top of the membrane 共b兲; PMMA
polymer is pressed to fill in the pores 共c兲; after flipping, a polymeric pillar
array on a solid polymeric layer remains after Al and Al2O3 are removed 共d兲;
Ni is electroplated using the Au layer electrode 共e兲; Ni nanohole array is
obtained after removing the polymer 共f兲.
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FIG. 3. In-plane 共䊏兲 and out-of-plane 共䊐兲 hysteresis loops of Ni nanohole
array with 50 nm pore diameter.

FIG. 2. HRSEM images of Ni nanohole arrays replicating the template hole
diameters of 35 nm 共a兲, 50 nm 共b兲, 62 nm 共c兲, and 70 nm 共d兲.

images. The ordering of the AAM is only perfectly replicated
into the metallic membranes with higher diameters 共d = 62
and 70 nm兲. To understand it, we should consider that for
AAM templates with the smallest pore diameters 共d
= 35 nm兲, the process of filling the pores with PMMA 关Fig.
1共c兲兴 becomes harder and, subsequently, the height of the
polymeric pillars 关Fig. 1共d兲兴 is shorter. In this way, during the
Ni electroplating, the metal can overflow the polymeric columns, giving rise to the growth of a metallic film covering
the PMMA template, and a Ni antidot film is created instead
of a nanohole film. For samples with intermediate pore diameter 共d = 50 nm兲, only some of the pores in the polymeric
template are overflowed with Ni after the electroplating.
Therefore, we conclude that a minimum hole diameter of
about 60 nm is required to prepare metallic membranes by
this technique. To overcome such limitations, a diluted solvent of PMMA and an organic solvent could be alternatively
used, which would probably enable an easier filling of the
pores even with smaller diameters.
From the technological viewpoint, the proposed fabrication method is proven to be a relative simple and low cost
procedure. In Ref. 6 methyl methacrylate monomer was injected into the holes under vacuum and its polymerization
was achieved by ultraviolet radiation or by heating 共40 ° C
for 24 h兲. In the present case, PMMA polymer is melted,
pressed 关Fig. 1共c兲兴 and after a few minutes the polymeric
template is ready for use. Xiao et al.4 reported an alternative
way to prepare Ni nanohole arrays with tailored pore diameter and constant interhole distance by sputtering Ni onto
AAM templates. It was there observed that for Ni membranes with thickness larger than tens of nanometers, the
hole diameter was irregular 共gradually decreased from the
bottom to the top surface兲.
Magnetic properties of the continuous Ni film and the
different Ni nanohole arrays have been studied by Vibrating
Sample Magnetometer 共VSM兲, EG&G Princeton Applied
Research, model 155. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the hysteresis loops of Ni nanohole array with 50 nm hole diameter
for in-plane and out-of-plane applied field. For in-plane applied field the rather square shaped loop denotes an in-plane
magnetization easy axis, while out-of-plane hysteresis loop
is typical for hard anisotropy axis 共high field to reach mag-

netic saturation and relatively small coercivity兲. Previous
studies on lithographed nanohole arrays2–4 were done with
in-plane magnetic field applied along different azimuthal orientations in order to determine the magnetization easy axis.
It was concluded that the induced easy axes are the directions
along which the holes are furthest separated. Here, such measurements are not needed since the holes are well ordered
along given orientations but only within domains about 2
⫻ 2 m2 average size. Therefore, the effective anisotropy
induced by different domains is averaged out for the whole
array.
Figure 4 shows the in-plane loops for a continuous Ni
film and two Ni nanohole arrays with 35 and 62 nm hole
diameters. The presence of the holes changes the shape of
the loops. While coercivity of the continuous Ni film is
39 Oe, those of Ni hole arrays with 35 and 62 nm hole diameters are 107 and 126 Oe, respectively. That increase of
coercivity is ascribed to the pinning of the domain walls to
the nanoholes. This variation is consistent with the relationship between coercivity and packing fraction predicted by
Hilzinger and Kronmüller.8. Coercivity follows a law Hc
⬀ 1 / 共D − d兲, 共see inset of Fig. 4兲, similarly as reported
elsewhere.2 This is explained considering that a stronger pinning effect is expected for decreasing interhole distance 共D
− d兲. Hence, stronger magnetic field is needed to overcome
the pinning and created by the nanoholes. The possibility is

FIG. 4. In-plane loops for continuous film 共䊏兲 and for two Ni nanoholes
arrays 关d = 35 共䊊兲 and 62 nm 共䉱兲 hole diameters兴. Linear evolution of coercivity Hc with 1 / 共D − d兲 共D = interhole distance兲 共Inset兲.
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an out-of-plane anisotropy component has been recently confirmed by Magnetic Force Microscopy imaging.9
In summary, Ni nanohole arrays have been fabricated by
two-step/positive replication process, using AAM templates
with tailored hole diameter. The increase of coercivity in
patterned films denotes the pinning effect of the nanoholes.
The reduction of the in-plane anisotropy with hole diameter
is ascribed to local shape anisotropy effects. Finally, patterning of Ni hole arrays offers possibilities to control magnetic
anisotropy and coercivity of these films.

FIG. 5. Coercivity Hc, 共쎲兲, reduced remanence 共M R / M sat兲 共䊊兲 and in-plane
anisotropy 共䊏兲 as a function of hole diameter.

thus opened to control the coercivity by tailoring the hole
diameters and the interhole distances.
Out-of-plane hysteresis loop measurements have been
also performed. The loops show a reduced hysteresis and an
increase of coercivity, susceptibility, and remanence with
nanohole diameter. Figure 5 shows the evolution of coercivity Hc and the ratio remanence to saturation magnetization
M R / M sat, as a function of hole diameter. Estimation of an
effective in-plane anisotropy Keff is performed through
Keff = Kout-of-plane − Kin-plane
=
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Figure 5 also shows the evolution of Keff with hole diameter. The continuous Ni film exhibits a noticeable in-plane
anisotropy that is mainly ascribed to the shape anisotropy. Its
strength decreases with increasing hole diameter indicating
that the hard axis, which is out-of-plane for the continuous
Ni film, becomes weaker in the patterned samples.6 To explain that, we consider that the gaps 共D − d兲 between holes
are of 35 and 70 nm, respectively for the samples with the
largest 共70 nm兲 and smallest 共35 nm兲 hole diameters, while
the thickness of the membrane is 200 nm in all cases. A
different “local” shape anisotropy is thus expected, with a
stronger contribution to an out-of-plane anisotropy for the
case of larger hole diameters. The competition between intrinsic anisotropy and this local shape anisotropy results in
the reduction of in-plane anisotropy. In fact, the existence of
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